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3 Claims. 

This invention relates to new and useful in 
provements in games, and relates more particul 
larly to an improved dart game provided With a 
non-Stationary target. 
One Of the objects of the invention is the prO 

Vision of a novel game combining the features 
of a card game with a game of skill, using 
pointed missives or darts. 
AnOther object of the invention is the pro 

Vision of an improved target structure Wherein 
there is a stationary backing member and a cir 
cular rotatable target member upon the Surface 
of which are printed, ligthographed or otherwise 
inscribed, a plurality of playing cards, such cards 
pireferably constituting an entire poker deck ar 
ranged in any suitable fashion. 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

an improved target member having a renovable 
face upon which the card representations are 
inscribed in order that when the target becomes 
WOrn through constant use, such face may be 
easily and quickly removed and another one in 
Serted in its place. 
To this end, the invention includes a square or 

Substantially rectangular backing member made 
preferably from Wood or other material which 
Will receive a pointed dart in the event that Such 
dart is not well aimed and misses the target 
member. The target is preferably circular and 
is pivotally mounted at the center thereof in the 
Center of the backing member. 
On the front of the target member is mounted 

a disc of cork or other similiar material, Such disc 
being co-extensive with the target member and 
having on its exposed face the representation of 
a plurality of cards. The missives may be of 
conventional construction with feathers or fins 
to make their fight more accurate. 
In the drawing, 
Fig. 1 is a plan view of the preferred embodi 

ment of the present invention; 
Fig. 2 is a side elevation thereof; 
Fig. 3 is a broken Weitical Section taken through 

pivot means for the revolving target, Such means 
employing ball bearings; 

Fig. 4 is a broken vertical section taken on line 
4-4 of Fig. 1 and shows one preferred pivot 
means; 

Fig. 5 is a broken section taken on line 5-5 
of Fig. 4 

Fig. 6 is a side elevation of the complete de 
vice and an easel Support therefor. 

Referring now to the drawing in more detail, 
the preferred embodiment of the present inven 
tion includes a substantially Square backing 

(C. 273-05.2) 
member made from Wood or other material 
which is capable of offering an approved resist 
ance to a pointed dart when the same is thrown 
at the board from a distance. 
A rotating target member is of less diame 

ter than the width of the board and such mem 
ber is pivotally mounted at its center at substan 
tially the center of the backing member 10. Any 
Suitable pivot member such as a shaft 2 (Fig. 2) 
may be employed and in Fig. 5 One preferred 
pivot structure is shown in detail. 
A shaft 4 is provided with an enlarged, fiat 

base portion 5, which latter portion is embedded 
in a recess 6 in the rear surface of the circular 
member and is secured thereto by means of 
screws T. The shaft 4 is received in a bearing 
member 9 having a base portion 2 positioned 
in a recess 2 in the backing member è and se 
cured therein by means of Screws 22. 
The shaft is secured against longitudinal 

movement in the bearing by means of a set screw 
23 in the bearing which enters an annular recess 
24 in the shaft, 
A disc 26 of cork or other similar material is 

Secured to the front surface of the target mem 
ber by any suitable means. On the front sur 
face of the disc the representation of a plurality 
of playing cards 27 is positioned. These cards 
preferably constitute one entire poker deck and 
are arranged in any Suitable nanner around the 
periphery of the disc as well as in the central 
portion thereof. The representation of these 
cards may be lithographs printed or otherwise 
inscribed upon this surface, and it is preferred 
to show only the half card, as indicated in Fig. 
1. There is also provided a space between each 
card as indicated at 28, and when the dart fails 
upon one of such spaces, no score is obtained by 
the player. In other words, the general arrange 
ment, of cards as shown Suggests the arrange 
ment of cards held in the hand with only the 
right hand portion thereof showing. The inter 
mediate areas 28 may, of course, be eliminated if 
desired. 
The disc 26 may be cemented or otherwise se 

cured to the rotatable target, as indicated in Fig. 
2, or it may be removably positioned therein and 
normally secured in place on the member by 
means of an annular ring 29, having an inwardly 
turned flange portion 30, Which flange engages 
the front surface of the disc around the edge 
thereof, as shown in Fig. 4. Thus, when the 
disc becomes Worn fron constant use, it may be 
removed by removing the annular ring 29 and 
a new one put in its place. LikeWise, the front 
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Surface of the backing member may be pro 
vided with a sheet of cork or other such material, 
as indicated at 33 in Fig. 2. It is not neceSSary 
that such material cover the entire backing 
member, but only Such portion aS is not COWered 
by the rotatable target . On the front sur 
face of the cork 33 any suitable rings Such aS 
34 may be provided, which rings may, if desired, 
be colored to Suggest a bull's-eye. The lower 
end of the backing member is provided With a 
horizontal portion 36 and a rail 3 is secured 
along the lower Surface thereof adjacent the 
front edge. Through the portions S6 and 3A 
are formned, a, plurality Of Vertically Spaced aper 
tures 38 which are adapted to support the lower 
end of the darts 39, such darts being provided 
With a plurality of longitudinally disposed feath 
ers it. If it is desired to cause the dial to ro 
tate more freely, the ball bearing structure illus 
trated in Fig. 3 may be provided. In this in 
stance, the shaft 43 is also formed With a base 
portion 43 secured to the target by means of 
screws i5. The shaft is formed with a reduced 
portion 4 S which carries a bearing collar 4" which 
is engaged around its periphery by means of the 
ball bearings 48. The bearing member 58 is 
likewise provided with a bearing collar 5 and a 
base portion 52 secured to the backing member 
by means of screws 53. A nut 54 prevents the 
shaft A3 from being removed from the baaring 
Structure. 

Fig. 6 shows a side elevation of the completed 
structure, in this instance the backing member 
being mounted on an easel support 5. In the 
event that the easel support is not desired, the 
backing member may be hung upon the Wall by 
means of a ring 58 secured at the upper end of 
the backing member. 
The preferred card arrangement is illustrated 

in Fig. wherein a plurality of cards of lower 
values are arranged around the periphery of the 
target and a second group of higher Valued Cards 
are arranged in an annular fashion in a Second 
circle adjacent to the center. A card of leSS 
value is placed at the center. It is obviously more 
difficult to hit one of the cards of higher Value 
in the inner concentric circle and there is a 
strong likelihood of hitting the low center card. 
The cards adjacent to the edge of the di SC are 
easier to hit because of the larger area, and in 
order to make the game more interesting, a few 
high value cards, such as a few jokers, are placed 
in this outer area. n 
The darts are desirably made in different col 

ors in order that the player may readily distin 
guish his dart. 
Any desired rules Inay be formulated for play 

ing the game. For instance, a game resembling 
stud poker may be played wherein the target 
is given a spin and each player Successively 
throws a dart until each player has throWin a 
total of five, the winner being the one With the 
highest hand. It may be modified by playing 
a game similar to draw poker wherein after each 

2,179,471 
player has had five throWs, he may “discard' 
or disclaim any given card or cards up to three 
and then throW again for Such cards. 

It will be appreciated that any desired card 
game may be played With the present device and 
if desired the representation of a deck different 
from the conventional bridge or poker deck may 
be inscribed on the rotating target. Also, repre 
SentatiOImS Other than CardS r:18y be inSCTibed 
On the rotating target, Such as a plurality of 
dice. 

It is obvious that many modifications in the 
device herein described and illustrated inay be 
made without departing from the Spirit of the 
inventi On. For example, SOIme prinne mOver Such 
as a spring notor may be employed to revolve 
the target. 

I claim: 
1. A dart game comprising a circular rotatable 

target raenber, a Supporting inexper for the 
target ineliber, piVOtal meains 28tWeen the Slip 
Porting men ber and tha taget Her Kaber to per 
mit the latter to rotte While pivota, y Supported 
by the foriter, a renovable target face covering 
the entire front, Surface of the target iteraher, 
SUchi target face ing pro Vided Wii, piying 
card indicia, thereon, and Eneans for SLIpporting 
the former On the atter, SUCk) means comprising 
an annulair ring carried On the periphery Cf the 
target member, a portion of Such ring engaging 
the edges of the target face. 

2. A dart game comprising a Substantially 
circular target member, a backing inen her of 
greater dimensions than the target membei, piV 
otal means for mounting the ta."get in ember On 
the backing member to permit ti te former t0 rO 
tate, a target face made from cork or the like, 
Such targct face being co-extensive With the 
surface of the circular target member and means 
for removably mounting the forme!" On the lat 
ter, such means comprising an annullar ring 
adapted to be frictionally Secured around the 
periphery of the target member, such ring hav 
ing an annular flange adapted to engage the tar 
get face and secure the same to the member 
during rotation of the latter. 

3. A dart game comprising a circular target 
member, a substantially rectagular backing 
member of greater dimensions than the target 
member, pivotal means between the backing 
member and the target member to perinit the 
latter to rotate while pivotally supported by 
the former, a target face made from resilient 
material, such target face being Substantially 
co-extensive with the circuilar target member 
and means for renovably positioning the former 
On the latter, such means comprising an annular 
ring adapted to be secured on th:8 periphery of 
the target member, such ring having an in Ward 
ly turned annular flange adapted to engage the 
target face and secure the same to the member 
during rotation of the latter. 
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